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Abstract

Purpose—To characterize eye movements made by patients with intermittent exotropia when 

fusion loss occurs spontaneously and to compare them with those induced by covering 1 eye and 

with strategies used to recover fusion.

Design—Prospective study of a patient cohort referred to our laboratory.

Participants—Thirteen patients with typical findings of intermittent exotropia who experienced 

frequent spontaneous loss of fusion.

Methods—The position of each eye was recorded with a video eye tracker under infrared 

illumination while fixating on a small central near target.

Main Outcome Measures—Eye position and peak velocity measured during spontaneous loss 

of fusion, shutter-induced loss of fusion, and recovery of fusion.

Results—In 10 of 13 subjects, the eye movement made after spontaneous loss of fusion was 

indistinguishable from that induced by covering 1 eye. It reached 90% of full amplitude in a mean 

of 1.75 seconds. Peak velocity of the deviating eye’s movement was highly correlated for 

spontaneous and shutter-induced events. Peak velocity was also proportional to exotropia 

amplitude. Recovery of fusion was more rapid than loss of fusion, and often was accompanied by 

interjection of a disconjugate saccade.

Conclusions—Loss of fusion in intermittent exotropia is not influenced by visual feedback. 

Excessive divergence tone may be responsible, but breakdown of alignment occurs via a unique, 

pathological type of eye movement that differs from a normal, physiological divergence eye 

movement.

The most extraordinary feature of intermittent exotropia is that it is intermittent.1 Subjects 

usually have normal visual acuity in each eye. They are able to fuse on targets, especially at 

near, and enjoy stereopsis.2–9 Occasionally, this intact state is interrupted by the abrupt 
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outward deviation of 1 eye. Once fusion is broken, 2 sensory adaptations become engaged 

immediately. First, the peripheral temporal retina in each eye is suppressed to prevent 

diplopia.10–12 Second, the perceived location of images falling on the deviated eye’s retina is 

shifted to avoid visual confusion.12–14 These compensatory mechanisms are so efficient that 

some patients are unaware when they lose fusion.15

Other forms of strabismus, such as infantile esotropia or accommodative esotropia, generally 

carry a worse prognosis for binocular vision than does intermittent exotropia. In these 

conditions, amblyopia is more common and the ability to fuse is often absent.2,16 In 

contrast, the neural substrate for binocularity remains intact in intermittent exotropia. A cure 

would be possible if one could devise an effective strategy to prevent periodic interruption of 

fusion. Unfortunately, we remain ignorant of the mechanism that triggers the loss of fusion 

in intermittent exotropia. No eye movement recordings have been published that capture the 

moments when the eye breaks fusion and drifts outward. It is not even clear how the outward 

rotation of the deviating globe should be classified among the repertoire of eye movements 

made by primates.17

While investigating how patients with exotropia locate and fixate visual targets, we 

occasionally recorded epochs when the eyes were straight, followed by loss of fusion and 

the subsequent outward movement of 1 eye.18 Such transitions were sometimes involuntary, 

or even occult, made while subjects were attempting to maintain alignment on a visual 

target. In other cases, subjects were able to exert some control over the process, and in fact 

were encouraged to release ocular fusion so that the resulting eye movement could be 

documented. All such episodes were classified as “spontaneous,” to distinguish them from 

exodeviation triggered by shutter occlusion. Recordings were also made of the recovery of 

ocular alignment from an exotropic state. These findings are presented in the hope that they 

may yield insight into the neural mechanisms that underlie intermittent exotropia.

Methods

The 13 subjects (6 male, 7 female) with a history of intermittent exotropia who contributed 

to this study had a mean age of 30 years (range, 11–61 years). They were referred by local 

ophthalmologists or recruited from the Neuro-Ophthalmology/Pediatric Ophthalmology 

Service at the University of California, San Francisco. The study was approved by the 

Institutional Review Boards at the University of California, San Francisco, and at Kaiser 

Permanente Northern California. Adult subjects provided informed consent to participate; 

minors gave their assent and a parent gave informed consent.

The goal of this study was to record the eye movements made by patients during episodes of 

spontaneous loss of fusion. A comparison was made with the eye movements induced by 

occluding 1 eye with a shutter. Most patients manifested a spontaneous exotropia of either 

eye. However, in 5 of 13 subjects, eye dominance was so strong that a spontaneous exotropia 

occurred only in the nondominant eye. In graphs of spontaneous exotropia data, these 5 

patients’ data are based on 1 eye only, rather than the mean of both eyes. Eye movements 

were also recorded during recovery of eye alignment, occurring either spontaneously or after 

the shutter was removed.
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Each subject received an ophthalmologic examination, which included measurement of the 

best-corrected visual acuity in each eye and a cycloplegic refraction. Assessment was made 

of the pupils, eye movements, alignment, and stereopsis (Randot circles and stereo 

butterfly). Slit-lamp and fundus examinations were also performed. Inclusion criteria were 

as follows: (1) intermittent exotropia since early childhood, (2) 20/20 Snellen acuity in each 

eye with refractive correction, (3) no eye disease except strabismus, (4) ability to alternate 

ocular fixation freely, (5) no pathologic nystagmus, (6) absence of diplopia, (7) normal 

stereopsis, and (8) no history of strabismus surgery. Subjects with more than 4 diopters of 

myopia, hyperopia, or astigmatism were excluded. Testing was performed with no refractive 

correction. After clinical evaluation for eligibility, patients were scheduled on a different day 

for recording of eye movements.

Subjects were seated in a dimly lit room, with their head relatively immobile in a chin/

forehead rest, facing a translucent tangent screen at a distance of 57 cm. Their task was 

simply to fixate a spot of light, 0.5 degrees in diameter, presented at the center of the screen. 

Stimuli were projected onto the tangent screen with a digital light processing projector or a 

laser. Infrared filter shutters, controlled by pneumatic pistons, were positioned to descend 

rapidly over either eye. The shutters blocked visible light, but passed infrared wavelengths, 

allowing one to continue recording eye movements without interruption. An infrared video-

based eye tracker (iView X, SensoMotoric Instruments), sampling at 60 Hz, recorded the 

position of each eye. The trackers were calibrated independently. Under ideal circumstances, 

each eye tracker has a resolution of better than ±0.50 degrees.19,20 Optimal performance was 

obtained in subjects with wide palpebral fissures, prominent globes, few blinks, high iris/

pupil contrast, light eyelashes, and a relatively small pupil. For practical purposes, in a 

mixed cohort of untrained subjects, each tracker had a potential position error of up to ±1 

degree.21 Eye, stimulus, and shutter positions were digitized and acquired for later analysis. 

Blinks caused interruption of eye tracking. Blinks were removed from traces and replaced by 

linear interpolation. Events that were marred by excessive blinking or loss of eye tracking 

were not analyzed. Further details regarding the equipment, experimental design, and tracker 

resolution have been published.18,20 An excerpt from a typical data recording session is 

available for review (Supplemental Video 1; available at www.aaojournal.org).

Results

Similarity of Spontaneous and Cover-Induced Exotropia

Figure 1 shows examples of eye movement recordings made from 2 patients with 

intermittent exotropia. After descent of the shutter, the occluded eye began to move outward 

(Fig 1A, C). The mean latency for initiation of globe movement for all subjects was 240±60 

milliseconds (range, 140–320 milliseconds, n = 13). In these 2 patients, the globe position 

reached its maximum excursion within 2 seconds. One subject had an exotropia of 10 to 11 

degrees and the other subject had an exotropia of 19 degrees. When in a deviated state, each 

subject exhibited a strong eye fixation preference. However, it made no difference which eye 

was occluded: The right exotropia and the left exotropia were equal in both individuals.

During the cover test recording session, while fixating a central target binocularly, both 

subjects experienced frequent bouts of spontaneous exotropia (Fig 1B, D). The cardinal 
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finding was that the eye movement made during such events closely resembled the eye 

movement induced by shutter occlusion, both in velocity and in amplitude. Each eye tracker 

has a potential position error of ±1 degree, so only exotropia differences exceeding 2 degrees 

could be detected reliably. Of the 13 subjects recorded during spontaneous loss of fusion, 

only 3 showed more than 2 degrees of difference between spontaneous exotropia and 

shutter-induced exotropia. Hence, spontaneous and shutter-induced events were not 

measurably different in 10 of 13 subjects. In 7 of 13 subjects, spontaneous and shutter 

exotropia differed by less than 1 degree. Data from all subjects are provided in the 

Supplementary Figure S1 (available at www.aaojournal.org).

An example of a subject exhibiting a difference between shutter and spontaneous exotropia 

is shown in Figure 2 (see also Supplementary Video 1, available at www.aaojournal.org). 

The subject had a strong left eye fixation preference, and manifested spontaneous exotropia 

of only the right eye. Right shutter exotropia was less than right spontaneous exotropia, by 

3.8 degrees. The left shutter exotropia was highly variable in time course, because on some 

trials the dominant left eye remained fairly straight transiently, even after its view of the 

target was blocked by the shutter. Ultimately, it reached nearly the same amplitude as the 

right exotropia. There were 2 other patients who showed a difference between shutter and 

spontaneous exotropia. One patient (Supplementary Figure S1, subject E) had a larger right 

(16.6 degrees) and left (16.4 degrees) spontaneous exotropia compared with the 

corresponding right (13.0 degrees) and left (12.1 degrees) shutter exotropia. The other 

patient (Supplementary Figure S1, subject G) had a highly asymmetrical exotropia. It was 

essentially equal in the right eye for spontaneous (10.9 degrees) and shutter exotropia (12.2 

degrees), but smaller in the left eye for spontaneous exotropia (2.1 degrees), compared with 

shutter exotropia (4.8 degrees). We have no explanation for these discrepancies, but they 

highlight the diversity of patient findings in intermittent exotropia.

In exotropia, the deviated eye is more variable in position than the fixating eye.19 It is 

unknown, however, if occlusion of the deviating eye makes any difference to its stability. In 

Figure 2, the deviated right eye had a standard deviation of ±3.7 degrees in position during 

shutter-induced exotropia, but only ±1.6 degrees during spontaneous right exotropia. This 

difference implies that being uncovered (and thus potentially able to perceive the visual 

scene) may stabilize the deviating eye. To test this idea, the standard deviation of the 

deviating eye’s position was compared for all subjects during shutter exotropia (n = 26) and 

spontaneous exotropia (n = 18). The mean standard deviation in position for the deviated eye 

was 2.3±1.4 degrees (95% confidence interval [CI], 1.7–2.8 degrees) during shutter 

exotropia and 1.7±0.7 degrees (95% CI, 1.3–2.0 degrees) during spontaneous exotropia. 

Overlap in the 95% CIs indicates that it made no difference whether the deviated eye was 

covered or not. A larger population would need to be tested, however, to exclude the 

possibility that the exotropic eye is more stable when uncovered than covered.

Peak Velocity of Eye Movement in Exotropia

Saccadic eye movements exhibit a predictable correlation between amplitude and peak 

velocity, known as the main sequence relationship.22,23 To see if a relationship exists in 

exotropia, the peak velocity of the deviating eye’s outward movement was calculated for 
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each subject (Supplementary Figure S2, available at www.aaojournal.org). A plot of the 

amplitude of spontaneous exotropia versus peak eye velocity (Fig 3) showed that subjects 

with a larger exotropia moved their eye outward more rapidly (r = 0.81). A linear fit yielded 

the following: peak velocity 1.36 × exotropia amplitude/second.

The spontaneous deviation reached 90% of its full amplitude within a mean of 1.75±1.01 

seconds, n = 13. There was little correlation (r = −0.18) between the exotropia magnitude 

and the duration of the outward eye movement, because the globe deviated faster in patients 

with a large exotropia. In most patients (8/13) the full exotropic amplitude was reached 

within 3 seconds, but in some patients the exotropic movement was quite prolonged, and 

even took 10 seconds in 1 subject.

The peak velocity of the deviating eye’s movement was highly correlated (r = 0.91) for 

spontaneous and shutter-induced events (Fig 4). This finding indicates that exotropic eye 

movements are similar in both amplitude and velocity, whether they occur via occlusion or 

spontaneously.

Recovery of Ocular Alignment

After shutter removal the timing of fusion recovery was highly variable, and indeed, on 

some trials the exotropic eye remained deviated. The shortest latency for the initiation of an 

adducting eye movement after shutter removal was 100 milliseconds, recorded in 2 patients. 

Recovery of alignment was often accompanied by frequent blinking. In 2 of 13 patients, the 

blinking was so severe that eye tracking was lost, making it impossible to determine the 

strategy used to realign the eyes. In the remaining subjects, ocular alignment was regained 

through 1 of 4 stereotypic strategies (Fig 5). All strategies favored the dominant eye, either 

because (1) it showed little or no displacement from the target when the nondominant eye 

was uncovered, or (2) an alternating saccade was used to bring the dominant eye onto the 

target immediately upon uncovering. In nearly every case, one could predict which eye was 

dominant simply by inspecting the recordings that showed how ocular alignment was 

reacquired.

Strategy 1 was the simplest realignment technique (Fig 5). After the nondominant eye was 

uncovered, it made a vergence-type adducting movement while the dominant eye stayed 

riveted on the target. In strategy 2, when the dominant eye was uncovered, an alternating 

saccade was made to bring it onto the target. This saccade was followed by strategy 1 to 

unite the eyes. Altogether, 10 of 11 patients adducted their nondominant eye with a 

unilateral vergence-type movement, by using strategy 1 or 2. The adducting movement had a 

mean peak velocity of 51.9 26.5 degrees/second. This was far more rapid than the abducting 

movement that occurred with fusion loss, which had a mean peak velocity of 27.9±17.1 

degrees/second (Fig 4).

Strategy 3 was another common way to regain fusion, occurring in 8 eyes of 11 patients. 

Either eye could be the dominant eye. As the eyes began to move toward each other, a 

disconjugate saccade was made to bring the deviated eye close to the target. This occurred at 

the expense of the fixating eye, which moved the “wrong” way, bringing it off the target. 

The saccade had a low peak velocity, compared with saccades of the same magnitude made 
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in isolation.24 The eyes then continued to move slowly and asymmetrically toward each 

other until fusion was achieved. Strategy 4 used an alternating saccade that first brought the 

dominant eye onto the target, and was then followed by strategy 3.

Type of Eye Movement Made in Intermittent Exotropia

After spontaneous loss of fusion, 1 eye drifts outward in a fashion that resembles a 

divergence eye movement (Fig 1). The globe rotation is slow, disjunctive (eyes moving in 

opposite directions), and accompanied by dilation of the pupil. It has not been established, 

however, that it is a physiological divergence eye movement. In one respect it cannot be, 

given that in normal subjects the eyes never diverge beyond parallel. The following 

experiments attempted to replicate, with a normal divergence eye movement, the same eye 

motion made after loss of fusion. A single example is illustrated, but similar results were 

obtained in 4 subjects.

In the first task, the subject fixated a target at distance with both eyes. Spontaneous loss of 

fusion resulted in an outward movement of 1 eye, in this example the right eye (Fig 6A). In 

the second task, the subject fixated a crosshair at near with both eyes. He aligned the 

crosshair with a distant laser spot along the visual axis of the left eye.25 While this eye 

continued to fixate the crosshair, a shutter descended over the right eye. It deviated out 

immediately, mimicking the exodeviation movement made at distance, but within a 

physiological range (Fig 6B). In the third task, the subject was asked to fixate the near 

crosshair with both eyes, and then to shift his gaze to the distant laser spot. The goal was to 

generate a unilateral divergence movement of the right eye, matching the eye movement 

made in the previous task, but without resorting to occlusion. Instead, the subject always 

made a mixed vergence–saccade movement, even when instructed to fixate the laser spot 

assiduously (Fig 6C). This behavior thwarted our attempt to match the exodeviatory eye 

movement of strabismus with a normal divergence eye movement. Interestingly, after the 

gaze shift, the subject maintained fusion at distance. The act of shifting vergence angle 

seemed to transiently inhibit the tendency to manifest a spontaneous exotropia. To generate 

an exotropia with this maneuver, a fourth task was devised. The subject fixated on the near 

crosshair with both eyes. At the moment the laser spot appeared, signaling to the subject to 

shift his gaze from near to far, a shutter descended over the right eye. This almost always 

eliminated the unwanted saccade (Fig 6D). The occluded eye made a unilateral divergence 

movement, taking it to the same position assumed in spontaneous exotropia after loss of 

fusion at distance (Fig 6A). The velocity of the movement was much faster, however, 

because of its large amplitude. It fell along the “main sequence” for exodeviatory eye 

movement velocities (Fig 3).

Discussion

Doubtless our observations are familiar to experienced clinicians engaged in daily care of 

patients with stra-bismus, but there is some value to quantitative measurement given our 

primitive understanding of intermittent exotropia. The use of an infrared camera is especially 

useful for documenting movement of the eye hidden behind the occluder. In the future, data 
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from eye-movement recordings may provide the basis for confirming or refuting various 

theories about the neural basis of intermittent exotropia.

When a subject loses fusion and becomes exotropic, how should the eye movement be 

classified? The globe rotates outward: In that sense it is a divergence eye movement. Recall, 

however, that when normal subjects shift their gaze from near to far, they usually do not 

make a pure divergence eye movement. Instead, they combine a disconjugate saccade with a 

divergence eye movement, allowing them to acquire a new target more rapidly and 

efficiently.24,26,27 Exotropic subjects display the same behavior when shifting gaze to a 

distant target, even when it is located along the line of sight of 1 eye.28 Under such 

conditions (Fig 6C), the interjected saccade actually takes the fixating eye off the target 

momentarily. This ocular motor behavior is quite different from the exotropic eye movement 

that occurs with spontaneous loss of fusion (Fig 1, Fig 6A). The latter eye movement is slow, 

is unilateral, and contains no embedded saccade.

It is possible, albeit less common, for normal subjects to execute a step shift in gaze angle 

from near to far by making a pure divergence movement with no saccade.26,29 There are 

several reasons, however, for rejecting the idea that such a movement is tantamount to the 

eye movement accompanying fusion loss in exotropia. First, pure divergence is more likely 

when the target location is midway between each eye’s line of sight, requiring a relatively 

equal divergence movement in each eye. This is different from exotropia, in which only 1 

eye moves outward. Second, the main sequence relationship for normal divergence is peak 

velocity = 5.0 × vergence step amplitude/second.30 The corresponding main sequence 

relationship for the abducting eye movement in exotropia is peak velocity = 1.36 × exotropia 

amplitude/second (Fig 3). Therefore, the peak velocity of a physiological divergence 

movement is faster than the diverging eye movement made in exotropia.

It appears, therefore, that when exotropic subjects lose fusion, the movement of the 

deviating eye does not represent an inadvertent attempt to shift gaze from near to far. As we 

have shown, exotropic subjects have the capacity to execute such normal gaze shifts (with an 

interjected saccade) while in a normal binocular state. In fact, when they do, loss of fusion is 

transiently suppressed (Fig 6C). It would be worthwhile to document what type of ocular 

motor behavior provokes fusion loss in exotropic patients. This could be done by tracking 

their eye movements during long periods while they are ambulatory and engaged in normal 

exploration of real-life visual scenes. We predict that fusion loss typically occurs during 

episodes of steady fixation on targets, and when it follows a gaze shift to a distant target, 

there is a transient delay before onset.

To summarize, the outward movement of the eye in exotropia shares some features with 

normal divergence, but it should be classified as a unique, pathologic type of human eye 

movement. As mentioned previously, when normal subjects shift their gaze from near to far, 

they usually make a combined saccadeevergence movement.26,31,32 This type of hybrid eye 

movement does not occur when fusion is lost spontaneously in exotropic subjects (Fig 1). A 

normal subject could, in principle, mimic the slow outward eye movement made by an 

exotropic subject by tracking a receding target that was moving slowly along the line of 

sight of 1 eye. However, that type of slow divergence pursuit movement requires a visible, 
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moving target. In exotropia, the subject has no target to pursue as the eye moves outward. 

Finally, divergence of the ocular axes never occurs beyond parallel in normal subjects.

In normal divergence, eye velocity depends on initial stimulus position.33 Our data showed 

an interesting and unexpected correlation between the velocity of the outward eye movement 

and its amplitude (Fig 3). This feature is usually associated with saccadic eye movements. It 

is reminiscent of the expansion of a spring upon release.

The eye movement made to recover fusion is much faster than the movement that occurs 

with loss of fusion (Fig 5). Four different strategies were observed in our patients. Several 

were described previously in an elegant study of cover test dynamics in exophoric 

subjects.34 Although fusion is often regained by making an inward movement of 1 eye only, 

a combined saccade–vergence eye movement is sometimes employed, as if the subject were 

attempting to shift gaze from far to near. In this respect, the realignment of the eyes more 

closely resembles a physiological vergence movement than does the movement that occurs 

with the loss of fusion.

In most patients, the eye movement that occurs during spontaneous loss of fusion is identical 

to the movement made when the eye is covered. In exotropes, divergence tone is excessive 

relative to convergence tone,35 explaining why adducting saccades are hypometric relative to 

abducting saccades.18 The eyes are prevented from drifting apart by cortical binocular 

mechanisms, which maintain fusion. When 1 eye is occluded, cortical drive is interrupted, 

and the covered eye drifts outward. This can occur remarkably fast, in as little as 140 

milliseconds. It requires 80 milliseconds for erasure of cortical images after loss of retinal 

input.36 That leaves only 60 milliseconds for initiation of an eye movement in subjects with 

the shortest latency. Why does exotropia occur on a spontaneous basis, given that both eyes 

are open and actively engaged in perception? The cortical drive for binocular vision may be 

weak or abnormal, creating permissive conditions for fusion loss. For example, it has been 

reported that children with intermittent exotropia exhibit suppression of their temporal 

retinae even while their eyes are still aligned.37 Apparently, they are primed to suppress, 

which could lower the threshold that normally blocks a transition from fusion to exotropia.

Alternatively, cortical binocular drive may be normal in intermittent exotropia, but the 

imbalance in vergence tone too powerful to permit maintenance of constant fusion. Our 

observation that spontaneous and occluder-induced outward eye movements are equal does 

not enable us to rule out either theory: weak cortical binocular drive and/or excessive 

divergence tone. We can conclude, however, that once the ocular axes separate, visual 

feedback has no impact on the subsequent outward movement of the deviating eye to its final 

position, at least in most patients. After fusion loss, the deviating eye moves outward in a 

stereotypic, reflexive fashion. Otherwise, there would be a difference between shutter-

induced and spontaneous exotropia.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Cover-induced exotropia is equal to spontaneous exotropia. A, Recordings from a 26-year-

old woman (refraction: plano both eyes [OU]) during fixation on a 0.5-degree target at 57 

cm. The mean position (solid line) and standard deviation (shading) are shown for the right 

eye (red) and left eye (blue). At t ¼ 0 seconds, a shutter occluded either the right eye or the 

left eye, inducing an exodeviation. n = number of events. Positive and negative values for 

horizontal deviation denote right and left gaze, respectively. B, Spontaneous exotropia 

occurring intermittently between cover-induced episodes has an amplitude nearly equal to 
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shutter-induced exotropia, with a difference of 0.1 degree for right exotropia and 0.4 degree 

for left exotropia. The shapes of the mean position traces and the variability in individual 

position traces are also similar. C: Recordings from a 36-year-old woman (refraction: −1.00 

OU), showing a larger exotropia. D: Interspersed episodes of spontaneous fusion loss are 

similar to those from shutter occlusion, with an amplitude difference of 0.7 degrees for right 

exotropia and 1.4 degrees for left exotropia.
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Figure 2. 
Cover-induced exotropia different from spontaneous exotropia. Recordings from a 35-year-

old man (refraction: −1.25 +0.75 right eye; −1.25 left eye), showing that A, right exotropia 

induced by occlusion was smaller and more variable than B, spontaneous right exotropia. C, 

Covering the dominant left eye produced a highly variable outward eye movement; 

spontaneous left exotropia never occurred (Supplementary Video 1, available at 

www.aaojournal.org).
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Figure 3. 
Deviation amplitude is correlated with peak velocity of the deviating eye’s movement during 

onset of spontaneous exotropia.
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Figure 4. 
Peak velocity of the deviating eye’s movement is similar for spontaneous exotropia 

compared with shutter-induced exotropia.
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Figure 5. 
Four strategies for ocular realignment. A, A 35-year-old man with left eye dominance. 

Strategy 1: After the nondominant right eye was uncovered at t = 0 seconds,it made a 

vergence-like adducting movement. Strategy 2: After the dominant left eye was uncovered, 

an alternating saccade was made, followed at variable intervals by a vergence-like movement 

of the right eye. Blinks have been removed (Supplementary Video 1, available at 

www.aaojournal.org). B, A 31-year-old man with left eye dominance. After the right eye 

was uncovered, strategy 1 was employed. Convergence (small arrow) was faster than 
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divergence (large arrow), which occurred with subsequent episodes of fusion loss. Strategy 

3: After the left eye was uncovered, a disconjugate saccade (much larger in the adducting, 

left eye) was made, followed by vergence movements (arrows). The vergence movement was 

larger in the nondominant right eye. C, An 11-year-old girl with right eye dominance. 

Strategy 4: After the dominant eye was uncovered, an alternating saccade was made to bring 

it onto the target (first stage of strategy 2). This was followed by a disconjugate saccade and 

asymmetrical vergence movement (strategy 3). After the left eye was uncovered, this child 

used strategy 3 to recover fusion.
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Figure 6. 
Exotropia at near and distance. The eye trackers were calibrated at distance; 0 degrees refers 

to fixation at 305 cm. A, Task 1: Spontaneous episodes of right exotropia (amplitude 15.0 

degrees, peak velocity 20.1 degrees/second) in a 46-year-old man during fixation at 305 cm. 

B, Task 2: Exotropia (amplitude 14.2 degrees, peak velocity 24.5 degrees/second) after 

shutter occlusion of the right eye, while fixating on a crosshair at ~21 cm from the left eye 

along its line of sight with a distant laser spot. The intent was to mimic the eye movement in 

(A), by moving the right eye from −15.0 degrees to 0 degrees. The crosshair may have been 

placed a few centimeters closer than intended, resulting in a movement of the right eye from 

−18.1 degrees to −3.9 degrees. C, Task 3: Gaze shift along left eye’s line of sight from a 

crosshair nominally at 21 cm to a laser spot at 305 cm resulted in an outward movement of 

the right eye (amplitude 18.1 degrees, peak velocity 142.2 degrees/second) that combined 

divergence with a disconjugate saccade. Replication of the right eye’s movement in (B) was 

intended, but was foiled by the occurrence of a saccade. D, Task 4: Same task as (C), except 

that when the distant laser spot appeared, a shutter simultaneously covered the right eye. The 
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right eye moved outward (amplitude 33.0 degrees, peak velocity 43.4 degrees/second) from 

−17.4 degrees to 15.3 degrees, to assume the same final position as in (A).
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